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migration manager for blogs and wikis, is a migration tool which makes it very easy for you to migrate and
synchronize your external, i.e. from any other content management system like wordpress, drupal or

joomla. metalogix mmg blogs and wikis migration is very easy to use and it is a feature-rich tool which
comes with all the required migration features in a single package. metalogix mmg migration for blogs and
wikis helps a simple or managed migration task to be completed as quickly as possible. the best practice

guide sharepoint 2013 operating and administration helps you to optimize sharepoint to improve
performance and ensure reliability. learn best practices in terms of hardware, software, and networking.

explore how microsoft sharepoint server 2013 allows teams to share content, engage with customers, and
collaborate on projects. youll explore sharepoint 2013 security and enterprise search, and gain an

understanding of where, when, and how to use a data loss prevention solution. this book also includes best
practices for optimizing sharepoint, a tutorial on upgrading from sharepoint 2010, and a technical appendix.
this book sharepoint 2013: best practices by shawna westmoreland will help you to optimize sharepoint to

improve performance and ensure reliability. learn best practices in terms of hardware, software, and
networking. explore how microsoft sharepoint server 2013 allows teams to share content, engage with

customers, and collaborate on projects. youll explore sharepoint 2013 security and enterprise search, and
gain an understanding of where, when, and how to use a data loss prevention solution. this book also
includes best practices for optimizing sharepoint, a tutorial on upgrading from sharepoint 2010, and a

technical appendix.
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whether it is sharepoint or office 365, there is a level of complexity within them that makes it difficult for
small companies to have the time and money to migrate to the cloud and implement the necessary

security controls. metalogix content matrix helps small and midsize businesses migrate workloads to
microsoft 365 in under a year, while supporting all workloads from word documents to sharepoint lists. this
means we are able to give customers the security, speed and automation they need to successfully migrate

their workloads to the cloud. for example, we have built migration manager on sharepoint migration that
can continue working in the background during sharepoint administration, giving administrators the ability

to migrate their workflows and farm solutions without impacting other business processes. thanks to
everyone who attended the metalogix webcast master your sharepoint migration with powershell i guest

presented on today. we had great attendance and no technical hitches which is always a plus. a number of
attendees asked for my slide deck which you can find at the link below. as a bonus i am including a set of
demo scripts that i typically use with the longer version of this presentation. if you have any questions or

comments please feel free to reach out to me. a big thanks once again to metalogix for giving me the
opportunity to work with them. may 2021 brought some great new offerings: yammer conversation
highlights, immersive reader for sharepoint documents, content migration from dropbox and google

workspace into microsoft 365, microsoft lists: export to csv, microsoft lists: updated sharing experience,
microsoft lists: turn comments on/off, and more. we also hear from yogesh ratnaparkhi, principal program

manager on the sharepoint team focused on the migration of content into microsoft 365 - specifically
release updates to the sharepoint admin centers migration manager to move content from third-party cloud

providers like box, dropbox and google workspace into microsoft 365. 5ec8ef588b
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